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his is the first time that the IIC Quarterly is devoting a ftrll
issue to a single country other than India. But thery as the
Guest Editor has observed, Lrdia has lcrown Russia and
the Soviet Union as a close friend. The spectacular muta-
tion of the Soviet Union is a fit occasion to reflectuponthe

history and culture of both the union and its predecessor, the Russian
Empire. The Quarterly has, for the present, confined itself to the
predominant corstituent of this multi-national entity-Russia. In fact,
as the fascinating dialogue between Nikhil Chakravartty and A.K.
Damodaran reveals yet again, the Soviet Union did niean Russia to
most of us, despite our intimate contact with Central Asia throughout
the cenfuries before colonial times.

Mikhail Gorbachov emerged as one of the most important
political figures of this century, responsible for a massive
democratisation of the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe with
profound consequences for the fufure of humanity. The interview
with this remarkable man, perhaps the first to an Indian journal, is
in some ways the centrepiece of this issue.

Recent developments in politics have been dealt with in a
number of articles, especially from Russians. Other issues of sig-
nificant interest have been addressed such as the cinema of Andrei
Tarkovsky, the art of the celebrated icon painter, Rublyov, and the
continuing transformation in the role of Russian women. Most of
our readers would be fascinated by the two articles on the Russian
reception of the Hare Krishna cult and of Indian cinema; a sig-
nificant fact of Russian identity has been explored in an eighteenth
century Russian courtly self-image as oriental; and no study on
Russia would be complete without a piece on Dostoevsky, probing
the instability induced by modernity.

This special issue is a statement on India's abiding interest in and
sympathy for Russia, which needs to be sustained and developed. Let
us hope that this Indian initiative, and the Indo-Russian collaboration
that this issue embodies, willbe replicated manifold.

- Knran Singh, President,IIC
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MADHAVAN K. PALAT

Rtrssia as the Altematioe Uniaersal

he general significance of the imperial Russian and
Soviet experience to modern times would appear to lie
in Russia representing the alternative to the western
route to modernity. The alternative lay in the method of
attaining and sustaining such a system, not in the mad-

ness of wanting it. Russia was unique in offering the option, but
primarilytolate developers who were entangled inthe constricting
coils of development with apparently little hope of escape, unlike
the most successful late starter, Japan. The material resources of
India and China, and the Asian tigers and other good perforrners
in the race, are too limited and their intellectual range has been too
parochial for them to propose the alternative. The capacities and
scope of the Russian and the western on the other hand are
ecumenical, but in permanent competition, it would appear.

India has known Russia only as the Soviet Union and as a
friend. To China, the Russian Empire and the Soviet Union have
been a dangerous neighbour since the Treaty of Nerchinsk in the
seventeenth century. To the world of Islam, theyhavebeenvarious-
ly friend and foe, ruler and former subject, and source of ideology
and modernity at different times since Russia passed into the
Chingisid empire in the thirteenth century. To others in the
developing world, the Soviet Union has been mostly a partial and
distant friend. To Europe, they have been a perennial challenge:
through Orthodory, Great Power chess games in Europe, the Great
Game in Asia, and the Cold War division of the world, lasting
altogether as long as Rus herself, a millennium. But these judge-
ments derive from specific relationships with Russia; their univer-
sal significance would be different.

The Russian achievement lay in her participation in the leader-
ship of the world with an exceptional structure of modernity. It
dates from about the late eighteenth century when the world was
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united through processes of industrialisation. only then onward
would universal models become meaningful; only then could a
prescription of presumed universal validity arise in the west, and
with it, an alternative, in Russia.

Ru ike the British and French empires,
later to States, Germany and Japan, while
the Spa ttoman empires dropped out, the
Italian, Dutch, and Belgian limited themselves, the Austro-Hun-
garian confined itself to Europe, and the rest of the world sank into
colonial or semi-colonial status. with the exception of Russia,
differences of structure among these leaders were deemed nation-
al; but together, along withlapan, they constituted a differentiated
or composite unity known as the west. Russian uniqueness on the
other hand was regarded as transcending her national traditions.

Her modernity was combined with deliberate or ineradicable
archaisms. These have been the subject of generations of research
and have been passed under the general rubric of backwardness.
Yet her sustained capacity to exercise leadership in the world, in
the company of the same handful of powers, suggests that her
peculiar transition to modernity were not so much an incomplete
modernity as a version independent of the western.

It is often argued that her defeats in the Russo-Japanese war
of 7904-5 and in the First world war exposed her as primitive and
unfinished. But then, the contest was among the Great powers, and
the defeat only exposed inequalities within that group. Further,
that most developed capitalist power, Germany, was twice
resoundingly defeated in this century without attracting such char-
ges. similarly, France was trounced during the second world war,
and Japan at the end of it. Again, France was expelled from vietnam
in 1954 after a colonial liberation war, and, more tellingly, so was
the united states in1974. Let us therefore examine those attributes
of imperial Russia which are described as modern and archaic and
how the combination was theorised into a universal paradigm.

he first visibly modernising aspect was the economy itself.
From the 1820s, Lhe industrialisation of Russia proceeded on
an increasingly capitalist basis. The mechanisation of the

cotton industrybegan in the central industrial region near Moscow
and Vladimir from the early nineteenth century; it spread to the

\
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woollen industry in the 1840s; and both edged out linen, the

1 ter-

I tsk,

1 the

Augustus, and the Wurttemberg.
way epic, with one big boom in th
By 1.860, Russia could build and
cluding engines, without dependence on foreign engineers.

In the latter half of the century, Russia kept abreast of all

European technological developments, and in certain areas, Rus-

sian science and technology made independent contributions with
legendary names like Pirogov in medicine, Pavlov in agronomy
and botany, and Lobachevskii in mathematics. Toward the end of
the century, the mining and metallurgical wealth of the souttu of
the Uxr*aine, was opened up, and Russia quickly took to the new

technologies in the electrical, chemical and oil industries. Russia's

proper entry into the superior capitalist world occurred with her

colonial conquests beginning with the stePPe, mostly Kazakhstan,

from the 1,820s to the 1850s, and sedentary and oasis Central Asia
from the 1860s to the 1880s.3 Russia enjoyed a dynamic capitalist
economy, driven by the state but constrained by the backward
agriculture of the semi-servile peasantry.

The bureaucracy was the next most visible modernising agent.

Imaginative and memoir literature have presented to us few
greater or more enjoyable caricatures than the face of tsarist official-
dom. Its reforming energy and enlightenment therefore comes as

an unexpected surprise. From the reign of Nicholas I, its uPPer

echelons were conunitted, with the emperor's usually generous

support, to greater rationality, efficiency, and professionalism
tempered only by Autocracy and, decreasingly, noble privilege.
They had to contend with low educational standards and appalling
legal and practical training, especially in the provinces where the

nobility dominated. Indeed, 1.3 per cent of Russian officials were

illiterate in L846;a and Herzen's lively account of the provincial
bureaucracy, and the biting satire of Saltykov-Shchedrin were not
entirelv the handiwork of raconteur and novelist's
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Yet the foundations for a new generation of enlightened offi-
cials were laid during the first half of the nineteenth century. Count
P.D. Kiselev trained a full cadre and made the abolition of serfdom
in 1861, possible with his reforms at the Ministry of State Domains
(L837-41). Similarly, L.A. Perovskii, deputy minister of the interior
(1840-52) and minister (\852-56) was one of the ablest and most
efficient. His reforms on the crown estates between 1820 and 1845

inspired Kiselev at State Domains. The third of the SrouP was

Count Viktor Paniry the jurist and minister of justice. So august a

personage was he that he could finally talk to his parents only
because "they did not violate the rules of seniority"' Yet he had a
passion for the bureaucratic virtues of clarity and efficiency; and

he brought up a new generation of outstanding jurists like K.P.

Pobedonostsev and D.A. Roginskii.'
These three together trained the civil servants who sawRussia

into the post-reform era. These are the famous names of Nikolai
Miliutin, Andrei Zablotskii-Desiatovskii, Sergei Zattdnyi,
Aleksandr' Girs, and a host of others who congregated at the

Imperial Russian Geographical Society and planned reform under
the slogan of glasnost' and preobrazoaanie, meaning transparency
and transformation. Both the Nicolaevan and Brezhnevian "eras of
stagnation" bred such a reforming bureaucracy inspired by
nominally identical mottoes and committed to what appeared to
contemporaries as suicidal reforms.T The reforms of the L860s,

especially of provincial administration through the zemstao, the

local administration units, advanced this immensely further. It
unleashed an army of trained specialists in statistics/ agronomy/
animal husbandry, engineering, public health and other develop-
mental spheres, into the countryside, to sink the state deeper and
ensure rational administration in lieu of the arbitrary rule of local

notables and communes.Its PurPose was to create, not self-govern-
ment but local goverrunent, and to put an end to "apoplexy at the

centre and atrophy at the periphery".u All these reforms were

inspired by efficiency, not the limiting of Autocracy; and, by
division of powers theyunderstood the functional and the rational,
not the separation of powers of liberal jurisprudence. It was a
modernising Autocracy that was not becoming democratic.

The army was the other modern showpiece. Until the Crimean
War of 1854-56 it tended to rest on its Napoleonic laurels, like the
other European armies. After the defeat, and especially with the
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Miliutin reforms of.l974,the Russian army modernised in keeping
with its European competitors. General Miliutin sought to create a

professional and common education and formal training for of-
ficers instead of a privileged and stratified one through cadet and
junker schools. He was only partially successful. But he established
the Military Academy (later the Nicholas Academy of the General
Staff) which became a proper institution for training higher of-
ficers. Military equipment and preparedness dramatically i^-
proved after the Russo-Turkish waf of 1877-78 especially with
General M.I. Dragomirov's achievements in frontier fortifications
and communications of the Kiev military districtbetween L881 and
1889.

The general conscription introduced in 1'874 ptepared for
mobilising the nation to arms. However, being a peasant country,
generous exemptions had to be made, and with them came

numerous anomalies of old men Pressed into service and young
men exempted for family reasons. Thus Russia had most of a
modern army, asthe centurywore on, withuniversal conscriptions,
reserves, General Staff Academy, and increasingly professional
leadership. Its weakness lay in the state's inability to maintain the
civilian population at the same level of mobilisation and motiva-
tion as German and French nationalism could.e

Education was something of a success story in Russian moder-
nisation. From the days of Peter, it was presumed necessary to
rationality and efficiency in administration and productivityin the
economy. During the eighteenth centuryit was pursued in fits and
starts; from L804, under the combined influences of the rationality
of the enlightenment, Napoleon s administrative absolutism, and
German academic refinement, Alexander's Secret Committee es-

tablished a national network.of primary and secondary schools.

Thereafter new universities were founded in Kharkov and Kazary
where boys grew "thin and pale" in their enthusiasm for enlighten-
ment, as Sergei Aksakov's vivid memoirs record. Throughout the
century thereafter, the principles of liberal opportunity and estate
privilege conflicted in the organisation and access to education;
both then had to contend with official anxieties about the relation
between curricula and revolution, and, for long, the nobilit;/s
aversion to state education. The state, however, was aware of its
importance to social engineering; and the intelligentsia was com-
mitted to enlightenment.
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It went through numerous vicissitudes, until the 1.880s when

Dmitrii Tolstoy took over the secondary school system from the

hands of the nobility. Denounced as black reaction for its in-

numerable limitations, it nonetheless professionalised the struc-

ture. After the revolution of 1901it was oPened up, and the state,

the local public, and professionals at long last collaborated in a

genuine public educationsystemwhich over

intact.lO The peasantry shifted for them ance

of the parish priest until the 1880s; the field

thereafter, despite the reactionary temper of that decade; and from

L908 the state consolidated these earlier initiatives with its immen-

sely greater resources. By 19L4 the country was more than_half way

to universal primary education, an imperial legary that the Soviet

state was pleased to accept without acknowledgement'^'

More could be said, in a similar vein, on the Autocracy's

energy and accomplishments with respect to a free judiciary and

lively press, or primary health and welfare. There was no stagna-

tion, there was much dyramism, but every issue was disputed

between a state looking to domestic political stability and interna-

tional security and visionaries yearning for utopia. Because of the

immensity of the revolutions of 1905-07 and of 1917-2'1, the

Revolution's negative assessments tend to prevai| and we see the

same happening today in judgements on the Soviet record. But

while a defunct tsarism could enlistthe partisan support of foreign-

ers, the soviet system cannot, and probably never will in future,

any more than the Roman empire can look to Christians for polemi-

cai sustenance. To return to the empire, let us now see what

archaisms co-etsted with modernity.

he archaic attributes began with the state itself, traditionally
called the Autocracy. It was a centralised dictatorship,

hereditary in the Romanov dlmasty. Unlike the European

states in the course of modernisatiory the Autocracy spurned a

liberal constitution, even in its compromised version of the Bis-

marckian Rechtstaat.It entered the twentieth century and went to

its doom int9l7 as a deliberately ancien regime. Yet it did so as a

world power-not as an European puppet, as the regimes of the

Ottoman,Iranian and Chinesetmpires so obviously were'
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Admittedty, it went through important transitions. The ab-

solute autocracy of Nicholas I (1825-55) functioned through a

personal bureaucracy, standing army, the Orthodox Church, a

privileged and incorporated nobility, and an enserfed peasantry.

Hir r,r.."rsor Alexander II (1855-81) shifted to one more dependent

on the modern institutions of a liberated peasantry, a limited public
opinion, a free judiciary, extended local government, and the

reformed army. His heirs, Alexander III (1881-94) and Nicholas II
(1894-1917) turned more to a conservative public opinion and

Russian nationalism, while Nicholas, after 1905,was comPelled to

acknowledgd that dependence constitutionally through the elec-

toral processes of a Duma, 7906-!7. But these shifts of base were

partial and uneasy: the Autocracy throughout relied more on its

iraditional institutions of bureaucracy, nobiliry and church, than

on conservative and nationalist mass mobilisations through parties

and the press.
The Autocracy was an ancienregttne, not for failing to become

democratic which is the common prejudice, but for its inde-

pendence of parties and popular support. Parties mobilised mass
-upport 

by articulating interests; and they legitimised the state by
being the instruments of popular sovereignty. The Autocracy par-

tially converted to such a regime after L905 through the electoral

and party politics of the Duma. But
through constitutional violations and
it administered the country largely
tions, including martial law As such the Autocracy was beginning

to resemble the conservative modernising dictatorships that swept

across Europe in the fascist inter-war yeafs, where military rule

combined with a civilian party to mobilise support. But the

Autocracy disdained fascism and was not seduced by racism and

anti-semitism despite its modernising urges and many pressufes

from court circles and the rabble. It remained an Autocracy resting
stritity on its historic institutions.l2

This peculiar structure was throughout claimed as its con-

tribution to modern politics. Conservative ideologues like Mikhail
Pogodin in the forties, mystagogues like Mikhail Katkov in the

seventies and eighties, and propagandists like Suvorin and Mesh-

cherskii thereafter, throughout claimed thatRussia had wrested the

benefits of modernity without succumbing to the evils of social

conflict and instabilitv. They ascribed this success to an eudemonic
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Autocracy that rose above class and nationality, mediated them,

retained the powers to do so effortlessly, and represented the

general interest of the empire. The modernising Autocrary was

ihnr pr"r"nted as one answer to the liberal and constitutional
challenge of the West. As it happened however, it prefigured the

fascist deluge. In ways that Russians might not care to be reminded,
the Autocracy acted both as an alternative to European con-

stitutionalism and as an inspiration to European fascism.

The state was followed by society. It was ordered as an hierar-

chy of estates with positive rights, obligations, and exceptional

legislation. It was not founded on the equality of citizens under the

law.
The hierarchy of estates consisted of a nobility, the clergy,

townspeople, the peasantry, and a fifth group known broadly as

inorodisy which included the tribal and nomadic population. The

first three were incorporated in the late eighteenth centurYi the

peasantry remained under exclusive regulations; and the hierarchy

was sanctified in the speranskii codification of 1832.\t remained

the official structure until L9L7. Arguments late in the nineteenth

century to convert the nobility into a class defined by land owner-
snip ana privilege rather than state service were defeated.l3 The

clergy was also incorporhted in 1785 as another estate; and they

never converted into a profession as in modern class society. The

townspeople were ordered among themselves into a hierarchy
according to their capital assets, and, at the lower end of the scale,

according to their trade. They did not dissolve into classes and

professions. The inorodtsy,because they were neither sedentary nor

agricultural, were governed by altogether special regulations.la

Of this social structure one class or estate, the peasantry, merits
special mention. Not only did it live throughout under exclusive

legislation which impeded its transition to citizenship, it was also

organised in communal institutions. The question of their retention
was much discussed in the course of the reforms of the state

peasantry during the reign of Nicholas I,1s during the abolition of
serfdom in L861., and again towards the new wave of controls in
1.889. In each case it wasdecided that this communal organisatioru

whether with hereditary household tenure or in repartitional com-

munes, must be retained in order to ensure social stability in the

face of possible proletarianisation.l6
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Following the logic of anti-liberal critique the world over in
modern times, the conservative believed that community struc-
tures must be conserved to prevent anomie while radicals on the

left argued that they should be created anew to transcend atomised
and anarchic individualism. The conservative argument was one

of the most firmly held convictions of the tsarist establishment, of
Slavophile and cognate traditions of the intelligentsia, and an

influential stream of European conservatives, those like Freiherr
von Haxthausen. The radical intelligentsia, represented by the

omnibus term Narodnik, strained to build the new community of
the socialist vision; but, in a significant irony typical to Russia, they
expected to do so on a foundation of tradition: the peasant com-
mune. Karl Marx famously sympathised with this view instead of
denouncing them like a good Marfst. Thus the conservatives
hoped to attain modernity without the harshness of capitalism; and

the Narodniks along with Karl Marx hoped to see the socialist

revolution before capitalism could be permitted to sink its claws.

The single most important basis of their hope was the peasant

commune, at once the embodiment of hoary tradition to one and

the rational instrument of utopia to the other.
Until 1905, the Russian state believed that the Autocracy and

communal peasantry were evidence of its success in a non-liberal
and obviously non-socialist modernisation. The major peasant

revolution of 1905-07 undeceived it; the Stolypin agrarian reform
of 1906-11 assaulted the communal institutions in a desperate late

measure to create an independent peasantry that would ward off
the coming revolution. It did not succeed and 95 per cent of
peasantland was recommunised after the bourgeois and socialist

revolution s of. L9l7-2L.17 But for a century Russians and foreigners
of diverse political persuasion believed in the validity of these

uniquely Russian social prescriptions; and until the Stalinist collec-

tivisation from"l.929, the peasantry retained and renewed their
communal strucfures.

This legal hierarchy was the basis of the claim through the

century that Russia did not suffer the evils of class division and

conflict. The claim was spurious, but it was routinely made. Offi-
cials and propagandists dealt with the reality of class by intercalat-
ing it into the structure of estates. Thus workers would appear in
their legal incarnation of peasant or the lower orders of townsmen
known as meslrchane ot renrcslenniki, never as working class' Yet, as
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deriving their legitimacy from that class, that nearly overthrew this

regime in 1905, and eventually did so in L9L7'

On reflection, however, iuch assertions need not be deemed

absence of class conflict, should be appraised like similar claims

elsewhere, where social reality only approtmates but never coin-

cides with the "ideal types" of the social theorist''o

despite their internal heterogeneity. The Russian empire alone

preiented a distinct alternative; and the Soviet Unionbuilt on that

various aristocracies and commercial bourgeoisies, and their

respective artisanates and peasantries. There was no premise' and

,ur"ly the fact, of a vertiial cultural integration between these
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classes. In much of the worrd these were culturally distinct, and
much of the Russian empire was of that type.

But capitalism, industrialism, and modlrnityin the nineteenth
century witnessed the deliberate formation of a series of culfural
identities. These were elaborated through the creation of a national
memory and the demarcation of a national territory through his-
torical research, a national language and literafur" io 

"urry 
a high

culture, and its appropriate rtttore. This was premised on or
inte^ded to culminate in a vertical cultural integraiiory unheard_of
until then. The next phase was the attempted .6r,gr.r"..e between
a political and cultural territory followed by thJ final one of its
sovereign status at international law. The successful result isknown as the nation-state; the failed or incomplete product is
known as the nation; and the beginner is called the nationality,
nowadays apparently the ethnos.

The different units of the Russian ernpire became nationarities
in the course of the nineteenth century, bui the empire denied them
nationhood. From the r.g40s a series of distinct national identities
took shape: the Estonian and Latvian in the 1g50s and 1g60s, the
Lithuanian and Belarusian in the 1g60s and 1g70s, the ukrainianin the 1.840s and 1850s, the Thrtar.in the 1g50s, the Georgian,
Armeniary and Azerbaijani between the 1g60s and 1gg0s, the
Turkestani from the 1880s to the Revolution, and the Russian itself
in the1840s during the famous debate between the slavophiles and
the westernisers. But they were overlaid with Russian national
domination, which led to the nationar tensions of the finar forty
years of empire. The empire earned. for that reason the Leninist
sobriquet "the prison house of nationalities" and inspired the
strategy of colonial and national liberation being harnessed to the
forthcoming socialist revolution.

Again, as with political pluralism, class structure, and social
mobilisation, the Autocracy did not commit itself to Russian
nationalism for fear of its divisive consequences. For the better part
of a century, the Russian empire was the exception to alr modern
states in this respect: it was an assembly of nations or putative
nations, not a nation-state; and the soviei Union built vijorousry
on this foundation with remarkable success for another three
quarters of a century, but with an entirely different, indeed an-
tithetical ideology of union.le The Hapsburg empire inEurope was
the apparent other exception; but it *ur ob-rrio.rrry an assembly of
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dynastic territories without a centre, or a $taatsrtolk, like the Russian

to the Russian empire. Hence the very different trajectories of

development of the successor states to the two empires'

In sum, therefore, it might be said that the instruments of

estates and its peculiar internal stratificatiory and the multi-nation-

al union, were unique to Russia.

he Autocracy and its custodians presented the functioning

face of Russia as the alternative; their bitter opponents over

the course of the century, the intelligentsia, presented the

vision instead. But the vision or the dream was based on scholarly

insight or researched knowledge of Russian capacity. such capacity

*u, d"fir,"d in terms that made the empire the equal of Europe and

one of the leaders of the world. The first generation, that of the

L840s, analysed the state of Russian consciousness and discovered

it to have aitained the level of a nation conscious of itself.

In a brash and passionate orientalist hurrah to Europe,

Belinskii argued that Russia before Peter lived in a state of "natural

immediacy;. This meant that she was internally homogenous and

"o^.".r"d 
only with the concrete, the particular, and herstslf,

without a larger universal vision. This is akin to our notions of

tribal society, internally undifferentiated and externally isolated'

As he put it, Ivan the Terrible was merely fascinating, but Louis XI

of France was historically significant. Peter violently tore Russia

from these provincial moorings to raise her to the level of European

universalism in science and philosophy. Belinskii endorsed such

universalism, but noted its acquisition of a national content in the

nineteenth century, with the campaign of 1812 and Pushkin's

creative brilliance. In other words, Russian high culture itself be-

came one of universal import; something which could apply to

France but not to India. Russia had thus become self-conscious as

a natiory like the Europeans, but not as Europeans. For the pre-

petrine seventeenth century he reserved the famous Russian word

nmodor people; for the conscious epochhe preferred the alienword

natsiia oi nation, so redolent of the French Revolution and bour-
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geois democracy. That bleak and "pewtery-eyed" bureaucrat and
gendarme, Nicholas I, postured; Pushkin's unforgettable verse
celebrated the exploits of those three hundred generals framed in
the hall of fame in the Hermitage; and Belinskii proclaimed, in
fervid prose of Hegelian structure, the self-consciousness of the
Russian nation.r

Belinskii was ably seconded by Konstantin Aksakov, later to
be his distinguished opponent in the debate between the western-
isers and the Slavophiles. In a formidable philological exercise of
nearly 400 pages on the history of the Russian language, he claimed
that the Russian vernacular reflected "extreme nationalit5r" or
parochial partictrlarism, that the Church Slavonic was the vehicle
of the universal and the abstract, and that they effected a junction
in the style of Mikhail Lomonosov in the eighteenth century, who
did for the language what Peter did for Russia. This argument
implied that the Russian mind could now reflect upon the univer-
sal on the premise of its own national experience. The dates,
personages, and subject matter were different from Belinskii's, but
the product was the same: Russian high culture declared the nation
conscious of itself, that their cogitations on behalf of the nation
would be universal in range.

This was followed by Konstantin Kavr:lin's thesis of. 1847,
another survey of Russian history. It presented ancient Russia as
undifferentiated socially and isolated culturallf, in a state of "ex-
clusive nationalit5z", just as in Belinskii's and Aksakov's specula-
tions and philological surveys respectively. Russian society then
shifted to "an intellectual and moral plane" or universality with the
emancipation of the individual from the coils of "exclusively-na-
tional determinations". The process began with Ivan Kalita's.
centralisation of the Muscovite state; it was then driven forward
by Ivan the Terrible; and it culminated in Peter the Great's west-
ernisation. As he put it, "peoples called to world-historical action
in the new world cannot exist without the principle of in-
dividuality"; its absence led to infantilism. Once again, a major
scholarly essay had declared that the particular concerns of Russia
were now of universal significance. If he dated it to Peter and the
eighteenth century, he did so in the 1840s, along with the others.zl

Alexander Herzen provided a general and systematic founda-
tion for these ideas in a speculative statement on the history of
mankind in the manner of Hegel's Phenomenology. He divided
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humanhistoryintothethreestagesof''naturalimmediacy'',
"abstract thought", and "action"' His subject was human in-

dividuars,notriations,buttheT:J::il':H.iiJ,l*iTi,":trfi x#
subject to natural forces' In the

al through rational consciousness;

abstract reason; and science was a

"dreadful vampire". Consequentl

tion on the rationalitY of being

"Buddhists of science, having att

somehow, cannot get out of it'"

in the third Phase bY deliberat

stages. He now acted as an . lual was
*orrla be inaPProPri vrc

Russia; but there is a of all these

thinkers. The most obvious is passive in-

dividual in the second is akin to Belinskii's univetsally European

RussiabeforePushkin,andthenationallyuncreativeuniversality
of Church slavonic in Aksakov. But the identity between all their

third stages is again aPP

sia, maY now act as a Pa
In these different

Nicolaevan era, sPeaking author

culture and abstracting-from the record of the Russian.state' an-

nounced that Russia h"ad trurrscended all that was specific to her

culture without uUu"aottittg it, that she was not to be the follower'

imitator, or passive recipieit of European culture any longer' that

shecouldactwiththeEuropeansindeterminingthefateof
mankind. What Nicholas did il foreign and colonial policy, andin

domestic social "n!i"""'ittg, 
they alhieved in the realm of the

abstract and in theorY'

ubsequent statements of Russian capacity l":*i*1:1",T::
io.y or man, and to take her part ""lt::l"-lTf,j:'.t:it# ;#il;;. in anotirer mode-. They usually.dealt

*nr.r ii'," qi t.il oi .t" develop ment of capitalt1 :T:: t-':' ;:
ililil;"JG;;+s.*T*1,'":t-:-qT-":j,ll":y:fl ::::,11:'#ilr"^;;;"";;R"#a'Fromth"18u9:,11'1tl.tlL'.*::*'::?
;;Jili,;i'R;"r;i" was ready for the socialist revolution or must
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prepare for it. This was to be the future of Europe also and an
exarnple to it. The Narodniks, or all who go by that classification
today, from Chernyshevsky to Vorontsov, argued its possibility on
the ground that capitalism was yet to take root in Russia, that
capitalism would be the obstacle to socialism. They differed among
themselves on the nature of the preparation for the event Lawov
demanded an appropriate level of consciousness tobe achievedby
propaganda while Tkachev and later the Narodnaya Volya and
others demanded immediate action, whether through a jacobinist
seizure of power or through terrorism.

The Marxists, on the other hand, claimed that Russia was on
the threshold of revolution because capitalism had already estab-

lished itself in Russia; the contradictions of capitalism would now
eventuate in the socialist revolution. This was Plekhanov's dis-
covery in 1.883, and it was Presented with crushingeconomic and
statistical argument by Lenin in 1899, in his Deaelopment of

Capitalism in Russia. Whatever the disputes between them or the
validity of those famous arguments, they were all acting on certain
premises: that Russia and Europe had a conunon socialist future,
that Russia like Europe was ready for the transition to that future,
and even that Russia was likely to arrive there before Europe. This
last was a specific contribution of the terrorist and jacobinist wings
of the Narodniks and of the Bolsheviks among the Marxists. Thus
Russia was poised, like Europe, for one of those fateful transitions
in hurnan history. The final premise, unstated of course, was that
the colonial and semi-colonial world, and the more backward parts

of Europe like Spain and Portugal, were fated to follow these

leaders.
The modernity and leadership status of Russia were thus

affirmed; the question now was how was she to realise her fufure.
An apparent ambiguity now faces us. \{ithout exceptiory these

thinkers accepted that Russia was backward compared with
Europe, even as they claimed equal status with Europe. The con-
junction of these two postulates lends a unique authority to the
Russian discourse on backwardness. The task for the future ttren

was to overcome this backwardness by closing the gap with the

West, and then to transcend it. There were always two distinct
stages. The future of Russia was not to be the present of Europe,
but a conunon future for both in which Rtrssia could play at least

an equal and sometimes leading role. The procedure for closingthe
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gap and overtaking the west was to take advantage of Russian

backwardness, to 
"rptoit 

that very tradition accused of engender-

ing backwardness; and, if intellectual ingenuity failed on how it
was tobe done, to will it,

The most eloquent and enigmatic Pronouncements were made

on the subject by feter Chaadayev, that thinker who provoked and

stitl prov&es Russians with his unsettling questions on the role or

abse'nce of a role for Russia in human history. One of the enigmas

is that he did all this by merely writing a few letters in French, only

one of which was published in his lifetime, and was out of date by

the time it was p.tblith"d in L836. He regretted that Russia did not

belong to any of the great civilisations of mankind, eastern or

westeiry but ihat her very primitiveness, her unformed state, gave

her the freedom to shape her destinies as she chose. In his Firsf

Letter of LS2g,published in L836, for which the emperor consigned

him to the lunltic asylum, he observed, "There persists the chaotic

fermentation of things in the moral sphere similar to the eruptions

of the globe which ireceded the present state of the planet.uB FIe

recantJd inhis Apotogy of a Madman by suggesting that for that very

reason, for lack of a weighty past, Russia was capable of infinite

creativity. His thought was profoundly conservative, related to

Roman batholicism and. western conservatism after the French

Revolution; but his dictum on Russia was filiated to the revolution-

ary strategy of inscribing a new society on the tabula rasa according

to principlls willed by mary not those pressed by tradition. His'

pessimisiic utterances were profoundly optimistic, and the nega-

iive diagnosis combined with a positive prognosis. It was to inspire

many.
Herzen at once entered the door that had been opened. He was

sorely disappointed by the failure of the revolution in Europe in

fg4S. He now looked io Russia for salvation. He then argued that

her backwardness permitted her to learn from the horrors of

European history, especially its recent capitalism, whjch he saw

first han4 like Dickens, in England. Russia could skip that misery.

It could do so by employing an institution which derived from her

ancient past and had alreadybeenheld up for acclaim and emula-

tion by th" Slurrophiles and certain foreigners, the peasant com-

mune and its cognate workers' cooperatives known as the artel.

This was the community which existed in Russia, had been pul-

verised in the English Industrial Revolution, but could nowbe used
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to build the society of the future and would turn its exemplary face
to a degraded Europe. This was the origin of Russian socialism and
the strategy of skipping stages.

Chernyshevsky picked up the baton from Flerzen even if they
disliked each otherintensely. He derided the absurdityof repeating
all the processes of invention and discoveryundergone by the rest
of .mankind when it was manifestly more rational and efficient to
benefit from the experience of others and to absorb the latest.
"Should a society go through all the logical steps of each society,"
he asked "or can it, in favourable circurrtstances, move from the
first or second level of development straight to the fifth or the sixth,
skipping the intervening ones?"... His answer was an emphatic yes.
He then cast the insight into a set of theses, that such lags in
development can be overcome by benefitting from example, ac-
celeration, absorbing the latest, and theoretical rather than practi-
cal erperience of the intermediate stages. He followed it up with
his deathless aphorism: "History is like a grandmother: it adores
its younger grandchildren. To the latecomers it gives, not the bones,
but the rnarrow." The basis for skipping stages then was to be the
peasant land commune and the workers' artel, whose utility he
investigated without romanticising them as did the Slavophiles
before him or many of the Naiodniks after him.z

During the sixties and seventies Lavrov and Mikhailovsky
pursued this idea, albeit indirectly. They inveighed against the
determinism of theories of progress, of Comte and Spencer, and
opted for choice in strategies of development. They rejected
western liberalism, as already done by Herzen, and called for
building on the conunune. Hence the vital role they ascribed to
"critically thinking people", or the intelligentsia as we would call
them, for the choice to be exercised in the fuIl consciousness of
historical options and moral imperatives. Once agairy the back-
wardness of Russia, as represented in community structures,
would be her salvation.b

The most technical account of the advantage of backwardness
would be given by Vorontsov in the 1880s. He pointed out how (1)
Russia could absorb the latest technologies, (2) she could create a
combination of small scale industry and household farming
without the over-emphasis on capital intensive heavy industry, (3)
heavy industry was a pampered, artificial, loss-making sector
heavily dependent on the state, and (4) she could not afford such
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capitalism because it destroyed the domestic market through im-

fo"erisfr ent of the peasantry and she was denied a foreign

market which was aiready carved out between the colonial

powers.% For the first time, there was more Pessimigm than op-

iirr,ir^, and Lenin triumphantly pounced on that frailty'

The Marxists then would complete the argumeht and

demonstrate its validity in a revclution. Tlotsky's doctrine of the

permanent Revolution foretold in L905 that the pre-bourgeois or

semi-servile Russia would carry out the bourgeois and socialist

revolutions as a single uninterrupted process' The whole of the

borrrg"oi, phase of iistory would be elided; it would be a merely

logicil moment, not a historical epoch, in the fransition from

feudalism to socialism. It would be possible because Russia was

backward, without a bourgeoisie or cities; but Russia was Pos-

sessed of a proletariat that dominated strategic sect_ors of produc-

tion, that is heavy industry in sensitive spots tike St. Petersburg,

themodernextractiveindustryinthesouth,andtherailways.
plekhanov had, two decades earlier, included the revolutionary

intelligentsia also as bearers of consciousness in the manner that

his foibears had done. Lenin cast this intelligentsia into an or-

ganisatiory the vanguard party, which was to lead the revolution-

,Iry proletariat to viJtory. ienin's April Thesis of L917 endorsed the

rrotstyite compression of stages. But he added his own original

contribution to this ancient Chaadayevian vision. Russian back-

wardness made her the "weakest link" in the chain of imperialism'

The revolution would therefore commence at that point, and

revolutionary Russia would lead revolutionary Europe in the

universal liberation of mankind.zT

ver the course of the century, the most erudite thinkers of

Russia had asserted that Russia was a Power and culture

of global reach, and equal to Europe, that she was never-

theless backward relative to Euiope, but that she would draw level
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like Herzen, and later the Marxists, be it the MenshevikTrotsky or

the Bolshevik Lenin. These rn'ere claims of global impor! they were

symmetrical with the poorly articulated claims of Autocracy to

exceptional modernisation; and both traditions became the

patrimony of the exceptional industrial society, the soviet Union.

The potency of the idea of latecomers substituting for back-

wardness may be judged by the popularity of the Gerschenkron

thesis in our own post-war world. He suggested that late starters

like Russia could iompensate for the delay and their retardation

by a specific set of substitutions of a classical model, that of the

piot 
""t 

English Industrial Revolution. Thus the Russian private

sector was incapable of mobilising the resources for industrialisa-

tion; accordingly, the public sector would do so. By painful fiscal

measures, theltate extracted surpluses from the peasants to raise

capital; through tariffs and related measures it attracted foreign

.upitut; it su6stituted for entrepreneurial timidity, managerial

deficiency, and the poverty of the market through its own

bureaucracy and the budge! large plants would substitute for

small ones to concentrate scarce skills; the lack of a skilled labour

force led to capital-intensive industry substituting for labour, and

so on. This theory of substitutions to compensate for relative

backwardness, applied mainly to Russia but also to continental

Europe, has for ?orty years stimulated research and dominated

non--Soviet academic discussion on late imperial economic

development. All the theses have been revised with more advanced

,"r"ur.h; and it has been shown more than once how
Gerschenkron, the emigre installgd in Harvard, has been indebted

to his forbears, especially the Narodnik economists'8

Another tradition however was not so confident about the

unity of mankind and was more inspired by a manichalan vision

of its division by two contending principles. The Slavophiles of the

forties, the pan-Slavists of the seventies, and the Eurasianists of the

!9?.}swouldbelong toit. As mightbe expected, Russia exernplified

one of these two principles, while the west was cast as Ahriman.

The slavophiles are usually represented by their holy trinity,

Ivan Kireevskii, Alexei Khomiakov and Konstantin Aksakov

whose major contributions apPeared by the fifties. of these

Kireevskii and Khomiakov reflected on the state of the world, while

Aksakov endorsed Kireevskii and confined himself more to Rus-

sia.2e Both in his philosophy and his speculative history of Russia
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Kireevskii contrasted the principles that Soverned Russia and

were therefore determined by logic and rationality, not by custom

and conviction as in Russia. The individual was an atomised being

in Europe but an integrated personality in Russia.

while these and many similar observations maybe recognised

Europe at the same point a millerurium before, and why was Russia

not the intellectual leader of the world. The answer was an exhor-

route. He surveyed the whole of human history in a work he called

his "Semiramidi' and classified all societies according to principles

he called Iranian and Kushite. These corresponded, as was cus-

human societies with creativity concentrated more in those like the

Russian.3l
But Danilevskii's pan-slavic thesis of 1871.is more paradodcal

tify a specific number of discrete civilisations, and in post-war
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soviet Union in Lev Gumilev classifying ethnoses rather than
civilisations. Danilevskii argued that each of these developed ac-

cording to its own particular laws of organic being, valid unto itself.

Having said so he focused all his attention in his voluminous oPu^l

on the contest between Russia (leading the Slavs) and Europe.32

Danilevskii had pessimistically abandoned the hope of universals
for humanity by positing discrete cultural types, yet he argued on
the unstated and nominally repudiated premise of contending
European and Russian universals. In the 1920s,the Eurasianists led
by Prince Nikolai Tiubetskoi reflected a comparable ambiguity.
Indeed, Trubetskoi took the further step of proposing Russia-

Eurasia as the leader of the colonial and future less developed

world against the metropolitan West; and he did so from an

avowedly anti-Marxist position."
Both the Russian empire and its intelligentsia offered an alter-

native to the European route to modernity. On the premise of a
single humanity, they claimed leadership when the process should
have been completed; on the premise of a world divided into two,
they asserted leadership in one camP. In the world-wide balance

of power, the Russian empire stood forth as one of the leaders of
the world and as the exception to the European structuring of a
modern state and society.'The Soviet Union was to assume the

triple mantle.

he first of these was the drive to world-wide leadership. The

Bolshevik revolution was predicated on a world revolution
without which it had no meaning to its authors. The Bol-

shevikstate was to induce the revolution in Germany;but the series

of failures, first by the German proletariat voting for Parliament
instead of Soviets in L918, followed by the decimation of the

Spartakus Bund in1919, and the comic collapse of the attempted
coup in L921., dispersed such hopes. Similarly, the Revolution was

cheated of victory in 1920 by the "miracle of the Vistula" when
Polish forces threwbackthe Red Army outside Warsaw. Comintern
and Narkomindel, the instruments of world revolution and Bol-

shevik foreign policy respectively, gradually began to function as

one. Flowever, until the end of the decade, the world revolution
remained on the agenda so that the Soviet state could lead mankind
to liberation. Only during this post-revolutionary decade did the
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messiamc d.reams of some of the thinkers of the nineteenth century

enter policy, admittedly in terms that they might not have recog-

nised.
The Soviet Union however inherited the central tradition of

aspiring to lead one was

tegitimisea by the no t in-

dristrialisation of Rus This

Stalinist undertaking combined driving Peasants into collective

farms and to famine, the herding of another 30 million into towns

between 1926 and.I939, forced labour camPs, and the series of

paroxysms called the Purges; it
tion or style; and the most xeno

would not make such a charge

carried out under the legitimising slogan of "socialism in one

as the western, but different; and this symbiosis recalls the

cohabitation of the modern and the archaic in the Russian empire-
rchaic.
World
after a

truce of twenty years; in this she inherited the role of the Russian

empire. she thenbecame a super-power in a cold war partition of

the world for the nexthalf century, whichfar exceeded the imperial
achievement or even ambition. Its armed forces, nuclear and space

in just those respects that have been described as archaic in the case

of the Russian empire.
The soviet state was unequivocally a dictatorship. It was not

pluralist in structure, which is t mocracy' In
ihir t"tp".t it continued the aut strument of

rule was the Communist Par articulating
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interests,legitimising the power structure, mobilising the popula-
tion, and being open-ended for entry.It was a modern instrument
of politics, like political parties the world over, but here in a
monopoly position. The party, or rather the nomenklatura, maybe
compared to the old nobility, the privileged stratum which ruled
but which was open for entry through trre Table of Ranks.

The economy-was a centally planned command economy.
This meant that allocation of resources would take place by ai-
ministrative decision rather than market forces bounded uy ttre
state. The soviet state was exceptional in the world for being
entrepreneur, proprieto{, and chief consumer. It was the vastest
erpansion of a public sector in history. But it was in no way archaic:
by 1938 already 33 per cent of the population was urban, and the
transition to fully industrial status took place after the war. How-
ever, it recalls the imperial Russian economy in one most important
respect: the role of the state. The state substituting for the inability
of the private sector to mobilise resources on the Jcale required for
Russia to remain a great power was carried to an extreme under
an altogether antagonistic ideology.

The industrial Soviet society was divided into strata that had
differential access to command structures; but it was not marked,
as are western industrial societies, by the private accumulation of
capital, classes with rights over the disposal of property, over
income from property and the capital market, or to ma-ke profit in
a regulated market. There was no bourgeoisie, capitalist, or farmer.
workers did not relate to management or the stati as an antagonis-
tic class. Most of all, there was a degree of levelling which went
beyond that of mass industrial socieiies. Howeve{, it shared with
capitalist industrial society the inequalities arising from division
of labour and the family's socialisation of childre"n.3s Again, this
"classlessness" is reminiscent of the non-class estate orlering of
tsarist society. Classes in both societies were officially discounied,
and though they enjoyed a sub-theoretical existenceln the tsarist,
the refusal to acknowledge them had important consequences for
stratification and identities. The rejectior,bf 

"lars 
division in soviet

societywas more thorough and successfulthaninthe tsaris! where
it was increasingly spurious.

Finally, like the tsarist, this was a mtrlti-national union. But
now it was assembled on a modern foundation, through conscious
mobilising, rather than retained on the partially archaic principles
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of imperial Russia. The empire spurned nationalisms, promoted

the Russian, and promiscuously flirted with subordinate
nationalisms tobalance them. The soviet union encouraSed them

in the 1920s, and transformed them into a series that were

modern nations, each with its own high culture. For many of these

nations, this is the first time in history that they came into Posses-
sion of their own "national" territories and high culfures. These

aspired to or acted as the alternative pole in the world. In imperial
times that was more a project, and the record of the regime was

diffused; in soviet.times it has formally done so under the umbrella

of the Cold War. It was one of the passionate commitments of both

the intelligentsia and of the imperial regime that Russia must

modernise, that she must do so differently from Europe, that she

had the capacity to do so as the equal of Europe, and that thereby

she would be an example to the world or at least a part of it. The

Stalinist Soviet system did precisely that.

Itis not a little instructive andironicthat suchbitterideological
as the nt, the Pre-
ia, and could have
the bet es. With the

end of the Soviet system now, with a state of such flux that future
trajectories cannot be discerned, we must ask whether such a
common strain would persist, or whether it was merely a feature

of a society in transition to the industrial. we would have to wait
for Russians to give us the answer.
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Party Fot"rnation and the Rr'tssian Political System

n the aftermath of the disintegration of the Soviet state, the

behaviour of parties in the Russian Congress of Deputies,

and the course of conflict between President and Parliament
has been responsible for the increasing importance of the

executive branch of government in the Russian political
system. Parties in the Federation have made Parliament the major
source of their authority, but they have used their position to little
effect. It is questionable whether deputies have established the

public value of the formations they represent; and it is equally
questionable whether they are in any position to do so. [Iltimately,
in the confused conditions of Federation politics, this has not
undermined habits of democratic practice: instead it has added an

unusual dimension to the Russian variant.
Much of what has occurred has been the product of the

substantial role of the executive branch of Russia's government in
the country's economic life-its control of social property and its
close links with a number of corporations which, until recently,

have been heavily dependent on the state for their wherewithal.
The vast technical expertise required to take serious interest in the

details of the remnants of the planned economy has eluded active

parliamentarians, while deputies who possess the expertise are

rarely able to take substantial interest in the soviet in view of the
heavy call of their professional obligations.

This aspect of the country's governance, however, only partly
explains the position of parties in the Russian political system. As
this paper explains, in its treatment of the evolution of political
parties in Russia since 1987, uncertainty concerning the implica-
tions of perestroika in politics made it impossible for parties to
create stable organisations and to develop an ordered relationship
with organs of state, let alone to evolve the apparatus of control
over Russia's executive and crucial aspects of social and economic
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life. The CPSU itself, by virtue of its extensive authority in govern-
ment and in all spheres of social and economic life, was an excep-
tion; and this was somewhat true also of the Dernolcraticheskaia

Rossiia movement (the main forum of "democratic" parties in 1990-

1991). But confusion in the Politburo concerning the long term aims
of institutional policy led to corrosion of the CPSU organisation
and the disintegration of its pre-eminence in Soviet government.
Irr tlre case of Demolcraticlrcsknia Rossiia, reluctance to set serious
srrcial and institutional programmes, in conditions where the CPSU
Iracl a monopoly of power, led to its own haphazard state at the
tirne'of the disintegration of the Soviet Union.

'[he period after the Yanaev putsch of August 1991 led to a
clccpening crisis among political organisations. The official ban on
the CPSU and the Russian Communist Party at a time when the
whole Soviet executive was discredited,led to the fragmentdtion
and collapse of the Communist Party. The political groups and
registered parties which emerged from the wreckage of the CPSU
and RCP had support within local soviets, "executive committees"
aI rnion and oblast' levels, and in the trade union and kolkhoz

structures. Moreover, although a good portion of the Party funds
were seized and ftozen, since few knew of the exact extent and
disposition of the reserve, Communists and their sympathisers
continued to enjoy a major advantage in post-August politics. But
the ban, in the circumstances of August, inflicted a major blow to
the authority of the Party in the political system of the Uniory and
it never recovered.

On the other hand, groups associated wlth Demolcl'oticheskaia

Rossiia were deeply concerned with the remains of Communist
authority, and they rallied around Boris Yeltsin's presidency as a
tneans of dealing with it. They thereby strengthened the executive
at a time when party organisation and the authority of Parliament
was extremely weak Such a policy continued after the formation
of the Russian Federation as an independent state, during
Christmas L99L, despite the major questions concerning economic
policy that were raised in the early months of 1992, and the struc-
ture of the privatisation after April 1.992. Even after conclusive
evidence of the President's unreliability in July-November 1992,
this policy prevailed, as is evident in the referendum campaign of
April1993.
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Mcanwhile, a string of interest grouPs and political organisa-

ti0rrs irttcmpted to acquire a degree of public support: but since

I lrr,y wcrt singularlybadly endowed with funds and had few major

.1'.",*.rr., their activities merely added to the cacophony of political

P,il.tit,s and discredited the institution of the party in the public eye.

i(,ilrr1rarrt intrigue and manipulation of parties in the supreme

li,,vit,t tluring ]|ggag3 merely reinforced the poor image of most

Polilit.al orginisations. This hardly diverted the public from the

rl,urrlitl.d process of election and referendum, since these were

ot.t.,rsiolts where discontent could be easily indicated' But the

rrrrrrsrral pattern of voting in the elections of December L993 and

l l rt, loe a l e lections of March L994 indicate that parties have limited
,rrrllrority in the expression of the public will and that they are

|,rl(,rrsivr,ly discredited. Politics involves a melee where estab-

lislrt.tl porti"r and social organisations not merely vie for public
11'1151 [rut their functions are substantially confused'

l'his article traces how this situation has come about. The first

1r,rr'f slrows the contours of the political pluralism.of the 1987-9L

i,r,r'iotl in the USS& and the problems of party formation' The

,,,..,,rr.f scction follows the parliamentary chaos of 1992 and the

t,olrrrrritrtteut of democratic grouPs to a strong executive' The last

sr,t'lion is an end note written in the light of the l-993 election results'
'l'lrc account avoids representation of what has occurred in the

lililrt 0f thcories of transition from authoritarianism to democracy.l

tioL atthough much that has been said of transitions aPPears

,rpproprial.efor the politics of later perestroika, it is questionable

wlrr,f f rcr, after 7991. August, the terms of the paradigm suit the

r'il't'rurrstances of the Russian Federation. In circumstances where

il is l'ilr from certain what kind of politics is at work in the Federa-

liolr, it appears adequate to follow a course which avoids a com-

Pilriltivt' perspective and presents an account of party politics,
lril',lrligftting the rhetoric that was in use. This makes some sense

0l' tlrc Rrrssian political system, and allows the advantage of view-
irrli il on ils own terms.

any of the problems of contemporary Russian politics
canbe traced to the early nature of multi-party contest in
the USSR during 1.987-9'l', and the stunted development

()[ party formation in this period. This was the consequence of
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I,r rblic confusion concerning the implications of the CPSU's aban-

.l,,rrrrrt,nt of its traditional determination to choose candidates for

('l tlrt,soviet system and to the foundations of the CPSU. For

irr:,l,rrrcc, at a special session of the Supreme Soviet, when electoral

rr,lornr was under discussion, he emphasised that he was con-

r,,r.1t'd to "revive the values of the October Revolution"' And, in

l,r'r,,r1., with the October heritage-he was capable of saying in the
,,,rrrrc brcath that "we will revive what was characteristic of the

:,y:,lcnr Of Soviets, as Lenin understood it and proved to be correct

i r r r r rrctl ia tely after the revolution...".'
A Ccntral Committee document of August L990 showed the

( ( )r the CPSU exPected to

('r | | m' Noting the necessitY

lo transition to a market
(,(,()n()nly had had for Cornmunist parties in Eastern Europe, the

(l( x'ulltcnt ran on that the final aim of its current schemes was "via

llrt, t'onunercialisation of the eisting party property, to systemati-

t ,r lly lound structures of an invisible party economy". Here, for the

,".,|ki,rg of the mechanism, "only a narrow circle" were to be

,rtlrrrittei by the General Secretaryof the Party and his Deputy.a
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'lhblc lr I'arty formation in Russia 1988-92

I 'lllll

A | | t J rr k rrr a nti-fascist centre, Christian Regeneration Union.

ltlllt,

Arrnrt.lro-Syndicalist Conference, Anarcho-Communist Revolutionary Union,

',t lrrltr,cl ('tluncil of Russia" Association, Democratic Party of the USS& All Union
('olurrrurrist Party of Labouq, Conservative Party, National Democratic Party, Frce

l{rrr+rlrr, lralhcrland Spiritual Regeneration, Transnational Radical Party, Christian

I l,rrrrx ralic Union of Russia.

I tr',{,

Arrol lro-l )t mocratic Union, Association of Anarchist Movements, Humanitarian

Itor,ly, I )r,nxrcratic Party, Democratic Party of Russia, Democratic workers' Party,

I l,rrurr'rulic Movcment of Communists, Unified Women's Party, "Women of

liovr,n,igrr llussia", Russian Communists' Initiative Movement, Islamic Revival

l)o rl y, ( 'om mittcc for Workerc' Democracy and International Socialism, Peasant

lhrly, l,ibt'rul Dcmocracy Party, Marxist Workers'Party, People's Constitutional

I'lrly, I'arly of Peace, Party of Free Labout Party of Socialist Choice and Com-

llunlHt ll'rspcctive, Party of Mary Rightist Conservative Movement, orthodox
('lrrrrr,'lt Monarchist Accord, Progressive Party of Russia, Republican Party of Rus-

rlo, l(rrsslarr Party of National Revival, Russian Liberal Democratic Party, Russian

Nlllorrul Party, Russian Christian Democratic Party, Russian Christian

I l,nrrrcrulic Movement, Russia, Russian National Unity, Free Democratic Party of

l(urllo, Slavonic Assembly, Socialist Party, Social Democratic Party of Russia,

$rlur, Uttirltr of Russia's Revival, Association of Socialists-Narcdniks.

, 
(rt, ,

"l(ovlvdl", Modcrate National Party, Constitutional Democratic Party, League of
(irur,rr I'urlics, People's Party of Russia, People's Patriotic Party of Russia,

|lntyrtl, I'arly 9f Justice, Republican Humanitarian Party, Russian Communist

Workr,ru ttur.ty, Russian Party of Communists, Russian National-Monarchist

lhrly, l(ussian Party of Leftist Socialist-Oriented Orgairisations, Socialist Party of

llrr,WrlkinH ['cople.

lt tr)

l{urrlorr l)orty of Democratic Transformations, Russian People's Assembly, Social

I lrnrorralic W<rrkers' Party of Russia.

Srrrn'c "ltolitical Movements in Russia", Tass Script (1992)'
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In the arena of practical politics, traditional members of the
CPSU, while participating in the electoral committees and the
reform process, fought a vicious game in campaigns, using a range
of dirty tricks. Anatolii sobchak, for instance, describes a well
organised campaign against him by a determined group of such
conservatives in the winter of 'J,989: the lies that were circulated to
undo him, including calumnies that he insisted his students sleep
with him or he would not pass them, that he was involved in
speculation in the new cooperatives, and that he was heartlessly
cruel, carnpaigning while his wife was dying in hospital (this hs[,
unwittingly, in the presence of the wife). The lies were circulated
by the same people, at public meetings and in leafletss. Elsewhere,
in the electoral assemblies, non-Party candidates got no public
space to hold their meetings while the elections were all strategi-
cally planned for winter.6

The new political formations that took shape in such condi-
tions were unsteady, based on friendship, and lacking in organisa-
tion. As in the case of sobchak, they might emerge with one
individual alone, without money. They would accumulate a team
who hardly knew each other and. who would work without
remuneration'. The process was full of enthusiasm; but it ultimate-
ly lacked solidity and effective contours. supporters, like the
reform-inclined shevardnadze, who had developed a democratic
commitment by December 1990, were ready to believe that the
power in the shadows was awaiting its opportunity; that it would,
6s it did in1990, demand of Gorbachev a return to the old instru-
ments of politics, however terrible; that circumstances had not
changed sufficiently to make these demands of little significances.

1/^lonsequently, in elections themselves, and in their after-

I math, (in1987,1989 and lgg}),in a number of constituen-
\-zcies, (Belgorod, Bryansk, Kirov, Kursk, Orel, Rostov

Saratov, Smolensk, Tambov, Vologda, etc.) there was no serious
revision of electoral procedure, and the traditional leadership of ,

the Party maintained their local pre-eminencee. Elsewhere, al-
though anti-establishment forces gained ground and newspapers
outsid e the mainstream (Mos cozu N ezus, or ien th., s h nb h. skni a b aze t a)
attracted widespread public attention, a degree of confusion
prevailed concerning the goals of reform and the organisation of
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strength was haphazard. In local elections in Iaroslav in 1987, in a
clear example of confusion regarding the new pluralism among

reformers and anti-reformers, local candidates publicly expressed

their disagreement with the notion that the Presence of several

candidates in an electoral contest improved possibilities of public
participation and representation. In the rhetoric of the occasiory it
was clear that protagonists of reform were clearly concerned with
the mechanical issue of ensuring a multiplicity of contestants,

preferably of varying opinions, rather than the more crucial issue

of bringing out problems which were of-public relevance, and the

creation of organisations with this end.10

In two major anti-establishment areas, Volgograd and
Kemerovo, the anti-establishment programme was clea4, and new
men moved quickly to centre their political campaigns around
associations that had just emerged. But the politicalvalue attached
to these associations was unclear--+specially in regard to crucial
issues such as capacity to assist in policy formulation and im-
plementatiory and even mobilisation strategy.

Hence, in Volgograd a number of groups, who were resPon-

sible for the dismissal of.the previous Soviet in FebrLrary,mobilised
in March to elect a new chairman of the Provincial Soviet. Respond-

ing to these forces, Valerii Makharadze,who was elected, made

himself available to the public at all times of the day and, in May,
rejected his election by the local Party as the obkotn secretary. He

also came into conflict with local Communist officials and kolkhoz

chairmen, and pushed through land redistribution under the Rus-

sian law of December 1990. In all this he received the support of
the various new parties formed in provincial politics over the

previousmonths, andinApril, he setup a consultative orgary made
up of leaders of these parties, to involve their opinions in the

discussions of the Soviet. But the parties themselves lPPear to have

been shadowy phenomena which only received stable form in the

face of the electoral contest and the impulse of Makharadze.
- The position of Aman Tuleev--obispolkom chairman of
Kemeravo, in Western Siberia, and those who supported him in the

1990 election-was somewhat different from that of Makharadze.
Here, the new man depended on the local influence of the workers'
committees constituted during the coal miners' strike of 1989, and
there was no question of this organisation lapsing into obscurity
after the election. On the other hand, an unclear relationshiP ex-
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isted between political authority and the new source of political
influence in the regiory i.e. the independent labour unions, and this
resulted in confusion in local politics. Hence, in 1.990 and 199'l',

Tuleev clashed with the emerging labour leader, Vyacheslav
Golikov chairman of the Kemerovo provincial council of workers'
committees and co-chairman of the Kuzbass Labour Confedera-
tion, who was bitterly critical of Tuleev in local strikes befo/e
August l99l.r1

In general, such cases confirm the haphazard nature of as-

sociation formation in Russia's electoral process,which is other-
wise well illustrated by Anatolii SobchaKs description of his
electoral campaign in7989, and, more important, his account of his
relationship with his major electoral supporters after his success.

The support came to him; it neither represented any one grouP or
institution; and after the election, it appears to have dispeised-the
flotsam and jetsam of the democratic wave.

nly two major organisations avoided insignificance in
these circumstances: a much-mauled CPSU and Demok-
raticlrcskaia Rossiia, which was a movement in the percep-

tion of its leaders, but which had more concrete attributes (the
product of the various groups and circles which backed it, and
which were, themselves, more ephemeral).

Of these, the CPSUwas a ragged organisation which was still
influential because of the inertia of members who had grown up
with it-a power by virtue of old networks and the authority of its
General Secretary, who was President in a system which was fast
becoming chaotic. The Party was badly damaged by the divisions
between the Democratic Platform (which believed in a more un-
structured organisation) and the Marxist Platform (which was
concerned with traditional discipline and minority-to-majority
subordination)--divisions which especially flared up during the
28th Party Congress of July 1990. The formation of the Russian
Communist Party intensified such in-fighting and undermined the
already limited force of the Party's authority in provincial areas,

where the General Secretary's men now faced open hostility from
conservatives in local government t'. This weakened the CPSU's
normal source of strength-the control of social property and
government via the nomenklatura. In the increasing chaos of the
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country,s econ the CPSU became of less and

less value. In L quit the Patty;in1990, in the

first six month 353,300 members quit'l3

In the case of Demolcraticheskaia Rossiia, the nature of the

claimed the loyalty of members of the Christian Democratic Party,

the Democratic Party of Russia, the Republican Party of Russia, the

Social Democratic Party, t}:re Zhiaoe Kol'tso group, etc.

Clearly, such a ramshackle entity lacked cohesion. Members,

such as Nikolai Ttavkin, wished to discipline it into apatty, in fact

to mould it into the Democratic Party of Russia, which had its first
Congress s was vigorously resisted by

prominen omarev,Mariia Sal'e, etc' The

constitue so unstable. The Moscow

Manorialwas riven with divisions, and the other Memotial societies

elsewhere were spontaneous organisations which did not keep in
touch with Moscowts. Since all other sources of. Demolcrstichesknia

Rossiia'ssupport, moreover (voters' clubs, popular fronts, etc'), had

their own independent reasons for formation and their own com-

pulsions, D em olo at icheskaia Ros siia; w as hardly b as ed on the fi rmest
of foundations.

The first Congress of. Demolcraticheskaia Rossiia as a social

movement, however, where'1,273 delegates from L0 political parties

and 31 democratic organisations were present, indicated the car-

dinal strength of the formation, i.e. its presence in 70 odd regions

and its broad ranging affiliations in the Union congress of

Deputies (in the inter-regional group) and in the Russian

Federations' Congress.tu The concern of members to avoid crucial

issues, as a means of assuring unity, however, was equally self-evi-

dent. No real programme f,vas adopted. In the by-laws that were

passed, the goals of Demola'aticheskaia Rossiia were stated as the
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"co-ordination of democratic forces opposing the state-political
monopoly of the CPSU, the carrying out of joint electoral cam-
paigns, the coordination of parliamentary activity and other con-
crete actions promoting the creation of civil society", that is,
primarily activity concerned with electoral contests and the sub-
version of the authority of the CPSU, with no specific policy or
organisational orienta tion; Demola aticheskaia Rossiia also expressed
a commitment to the market economy and to the principle of "the
realisations of the right of nations to self-determination with
guarantee of rights to ethnic and religious minorities", but these
issues were not elaborated.lT ln the months that followed, during
the campaign over the union referendum of March 199L and the
election of the Russian President in April a further commitment of
the movement became self-evident. This was Denrokraticheskais
Rossiin's preoccupation with the projection of Boris Yeltsin. Al-
though Yeltsin had disagreed repeatedly with the decisions of
Dentolcratichesknia Rossiin's leaders, it is clear that such a commit-
ment was in force in March 1991 (when a referendum of the
necessity for a Russian presidency was run) and during Yeltsin s
presidential campai$n of May-Junel99'!,, which was managed by
Demol<r aticheskaia Rossiia's special National Initiative group and its
volunteers. After Yeltsin's election, this commitment posed no
major problem, however, since the Russian presidency, despite its
extensive powers on paper, was an instifution of limited authority,
despite Yeltsin's various manoeuvres of July-August 799L.18

t was in the aftermath of the Yanaev putsch of August -J,99L and
the disintegration of the Soviet state that the full implications
of the poor organisation of political parties became apparent.

These were to show themselves in the affairs of the Russian Con-
gress of Deputies, and the'parties represented there (where there
was a more powerful democratic, anti-CPSU component than in
the Union Parliament). Initially, the Union Congress of Deputies
and the Union Supreme Soviet became steadily more ineffective
between September and December 1991, when the institutions of
transition (including the State Council) came to run Union affairs.
The complete discrediting of union ministers for their participation
in the putsctr, led to the collapse of union executive authority and
devolution of power over social property and state economic ac-

1
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tivity to republican Congresses and Soviets de facto. After
Christmas Day 1991, all governmental authority in the Russian

Federation devolved on the Russian President, the Russian
Deputies and the parties to which theybelonged.

Thereafter, there ensued the well-known tussle between the

Russian president and sections of parliamsnf-n tussle sef in mo-
tion by Yegor Gaidar's price reforms of fanuary 1991, and his

privatisation schemes, which were begun in spring and autumn
1992. After initial confrontation in the 6th congress of Deputies
(April 1992), Yeltsin attempted to accommodate his opponents

through the cabinet changes of June 1992 and out-and-out agree-

ment with the so-called "Civic Union in November L992(onthe eve

of the 7th Congress of Deputies). His failure led to the confrontation
between his own democratic supporters in the Supreme Soviet, the

Civic Union and the salvation Front, climaxing in the crisis of 1,993,

the referendum of April 1993 and the October crisis of.1'993. A
range of issues were involved, including the ethos of the new state,

the nature of presidential powers and the course of economic
policy.

In these months, the democratic groups, under the umbrella
of Demolaaticheskaia Rossiia and the Daizhenie Danolctaticheskikh

Reform, an amorphous grouP of communist reformers organised

under the leadership of Shevardnadze, Alexander Yakovlev
Anatolii Sobchak and Gavrill Popov, showed their clear lack of
concern with social activity and their obsession with drawing the

teeth of Russian communists. Theywere clearlywedded to the idea

of using the authority of the Russian presidenry and the popularity
of Boris Yeltsin (at home and abroad) to achieve their ends.ln Flence,

they gathered to vote special powers to President Yeltsin (to ap-

point ministers and local government officials) during the Novem-
ber 1997 Congress of Russian Deputies. Although some opposition
was expressed in the Chechno-Ingushetia crisis, and in the scope

of the price reform of january L992, democrats adhered to such a

position, gven though they were unhappy about President Yeltsin's

iailure to consult their leaders in policy formulationm.
Ilya Roitman of the Democratic Party of Russia expressed an

opinion held by Elena Bonner and others when he pointed out that
the President and the deputies had had a conunon objective in the
past, i.e. the "struggle against the totalitarian regime". He argued
that Mr Yeltsin enjoyed immense credibility, and political parties
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found themselves "in the role of hostages to this credibility credit,,.
Criticism of the President, therefore, was seen as "betraying their
own interests". stefan sulashkin and others, 

^.ur,*til", 
-of th.

Republican Party of Russia, took a more extreme position andjoined the President's administration as presidential repre-
sentatives in order to assist him. They took a harsh view of the
strength of GPSU syrnpathisers in the region, stressing that thisrequired harsh treatment and temp orary abandoirment of
democratic practice.

In such circumstances, most of. Demorsaticheskaia Rossiia,s

re that the legislature was not an
embarrassment to the president. This was a coirplex task, since, as
data on the behaviour of deputies in the Congies" of ipril 1992
indicates (Table 2), stable coalition were difficirt u*orrgieputies
who had been elected in the party chaos of 1990, and riho voted
without party considerations more than half the time.

Demolcraticheskais Rossiia consequently had limited success.
ty of Russia
ork with the
only in late

Thble 2: Incidence of voting according to party in the April 1992 Congress.
lllsutes are an average of indicators or g."op voting on all motions, where
100 = $'hsn all members vote together).

Communists of Russia
D emokr at ichesk ai a Ro s sii q
Otchizna
Left Centre
Radical Democrats
Agrarian Union
Workers' Union of Russia
Free Russia
Deputies without party
Rossiia

Sovereignty and Equality
Industrial Union
Smena

69.5

65.9

63.7

67.9

59

5/
55.9
53.4
52.7

51.8

47

33.6

30.4

Source: Nezmisimaia Gazeta,24 Apil, 1992, suwey of "Monitoring,, report.
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Irrr,|ll ,rl',rr',r'l ttP tht'Public Committees of Russian Reforms at a

,,1r|r f ,rf i ( f ill(,tcrrt,t. O[ Zl-Z2December, 799LinMoSCow. These were

lrr rrrrll\' "lltt' r'llttrls of citizens for wide support of fundamental

,lr,rrr,,, r,rltr tr'l.,t tttsitrtheRussianFederation"'But,typically'these
r ilil il t r r l l r,r,,, rvo r.t, tl i rccted as much to assist Boris Yeltsin's govern-

r,f lf r' ur()v(,'l('.t) in January 1,992.% Afanasev complained of the

r r,,,,lf rr ,rlirrrr ol I)emolo'nticlrcskaia Rossiil and contended that it was

rllrrritr,tlcrl by the Moscow Coordinating Council (where Lev

l,r lrntn,rt.t,v, ( llcb Yakuninand their supporters predominated) and

+,trrlrvlrilr, ntclnbers of the Moscow Voters' Association' Conse-

lrrtl,r ,ilrrl civilian bosses of the Military Industrial Comple>g who

l,rll1,lo(ViccP agrouPbacks

llrr. ,rrrtlriliotts Khasbulatov,

rvlrtl',t ,r llrird hoPes of First

l)|,Prrty l,rirne Minister Gennadii Burbulis. But all of them want

,,,,1y , r1t, tfiing-to stay in power/ or, best of all, to snuff out the last

f lir kcrs o[ l)emocract'".
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I lr' ,trttl Mtrrine Sal'e repeatedlyworked for sPecial congresses

rrf f lrr, llnttt$rttliclrcskaia Rissiia which would give such ProPosi-
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]ltttalttrrtl lrr thc office. Examples of the social work done by the

lfttblf r. ('orrrnritte e at 22 Petrovka, moreover, indicated great

tlillh,n l krrr frolrr volunteers but limited popular resPonse, although

llte prlvnll.rrrtktn of trading establishments was well under way at

lhlr lllttt', "'
I 
In 

r | | n r r r t, r r I a ry parties outside D emols aticheskaia Rossiia, how-

tVeI rlltl ,,v,,rr lcs.s tutside the Supreme Soviet. They made and

lllltnrlr, Jrrt,sstlre blocs in Parliament and the Congress of

llulttll0r, l!,rotlPs which were intended to extract concessions

ftuirr llr,, l,rt,sitlcnt rather than act as major links between public

rlpttrnrrrlr rrrrrl Official policy. Members of the Russian Unity bloc

trtilalrlrlr,rl with each other unless a vote of confidence in Yeltsin

Wlr lrr t;rr.sti,..4 'Ihe New Russia bloc, formed by the Democratic

Irtly ,,i l{trssin, the People's Party and the Socialist Democratic

l,ff ty lrr cnrly winter tggt-gZwas a formation whose novelty lay

Itt lli ltr,rt,tluity. Mo." influential was the Civic UniorU made up of

lhp | )ntrrot't'otic l)arty of Russia, the People's Party and the Obnoa-

hlllr (f(t,rrt,wrrl) g,roup. Under the patronage of the DaizhenieDemok-

tnlhltrnlihtt ll,1intn (Morr"^.tt for Democratic Reforms) leader

Afknrlll V0lskii and the democrat Travkin, this exerted a major

fttffilprrer, orr parliamentary politics during the post-April L992

lterhrl, evtntrially extorting a special status from President Yeltsin

irrr ltr (ltrortlivcd) parliamentary support 2e . Its significance out-

fldC ItOrllunrcnt, however, was vague, as with most organisations

rttf trftIa I)tttu*ttticlrcskninRossiia. As the tussle over Parliamentary

Frf w$ rF (r I t r ri ng 1 993) clearly demonstrated, parties were primarily

ionr,pt'tt,,,l with the arithmetic of the Snpreme Soviet or the Con-

;rtu ol I )t'puties. They hardly wider provin-

chl prrhllc into their conflict w
Itr llgnificance for the p insubstantial

,'dlttrrx.rrri" prresence outside M atched by the

Chlru nlrr,,r',[ Communist groups after the imposition of Yeltsin's

bf n llr lt)9 | and the disastrous consequences for party organisation

0f hrflglrtlrrg. other than the People's Party of Free Russil and the

rmrll *,ciaiist L,aborrr Patty,the old Communists were also repre-

rc tt I r,t I lr y t lre All-Union Communist Party of Bolsheviks. the Union

rrl ('rrrrrrirrrnists (founded in April 7992), the Russian Communist

Wrrrkr,rs' l'arty and the Komsomol. All their various conferences

Irntl rr l,rr,1i., spiinkling of regional representatives and the RCWP's

t rrSn I r lsa t ions, the Trudoaaia Moslczta and the Trudoaaia Rossiia, were
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Irlrlr. lr I lrli111' large nurnbers of demonstrators to the streets. But, as

1r,rv.,p,rl)r't r('[)(trts pointed out, the warnings issued by the

I,t r,,,lr I r,l r l's r,,scarch-ium-analysis unit, RF-Politika, concerning

( r rt r r r r r r il r isl sl r.r,ngth,3t' were exaggelated, and internal dissension

|61111y'rcrl ,ttty scri<lus social workor action among Communists3l'

Vlhkrr Arrp,il,,v ancl Alexei Sergeev, the main RCWP leaders' un-

rlr,tlloh Urriorr activity in the Urals, but both here and in the

h. r r r I r,r r,:,, I t t r I t'pt'ndent Trade Unions, which had replaced the Com-

rrrrrrrt,,l f r,rrlt' I Inion after 1990,left the ,r"* orgurtisation weak.32

I rt,,,,r,rrsi()rr among Communists showed itself in Party or-

lr,rrr, 
r' ,ttt.l ,tl ptrblic meetings, such as the assembly held in May

l't,f ,1, rvlrir lr was to be preparatory to a Conference of the CPSU.

llrr, l(( wl'rlt,lcgation walked out first, arguing that their Party

lVrr,r llr|, r,rrt.t.t,ssor to the cPsu. Later, the Bolsheviks and the

hlrrr,,rrt,rl ,tlso walked out3a. Finally, when, in October, the 29th

r ||llr,lr,trcc ilr'ltrally did convene, delegates indicated that they

lvcll nol tlrrailtt hangovers of a bygone age/ accepting the disin-

tr,11r rrtir,,r ,il' ll,* USS& however grudgingly, and also subscribing

lr) rrrr r'\lcttsivc criticisrn of social and economic policy in the

nr,r,r.nlilr,.'r"l'lris did not fully settle their divisions, however, and

r rtrly .iorrrc st,ctions (notably the socialist Party of Labour and the

l(( Wl') wot'kcrl on mass organisations, differing substantially (in

1111, t rt..r, ol' llrc SPL) with the Communists of Russia grouP in the

( ||tr11r'r,ss ol'l )cputies, who had thrown their lot in with "patriotic

rrrgrrtris,rlions" t)f the Right to form Parliament's Russian Unity

lrlr x

r,r,rr ,rliainst such a background, the statistics of the elections

r )l l(X)3 and the response to the local elections under the 1993

( 'orrstitution are a clear indication of the political consequen-

I rr, oI ,,r r( ll partybehaviour. They demonstrate a clear lack of public

r ililrrrrilrrrt,rrt to any maior party, despite sustained interest in elec-

r rrr I ior r,t I rcpresentative institutions continue to attract public atten-

I lor r. I I r is is contrary to the situation of local government elections,
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llhb tr ltIlS lllt'ctlon lleeults

l),tt I y

Agtrthtr I'nllY ol l{ussio

Yrvlltrrf y lirkl Yrtv- l,ukitt

[ilulr'r ('lurllr'

l!lttrtr t'rllt I'orly o[ llussia

I rrlttttttlttlrlx of l{ussia

l,lluml I h'tttnr'rullt' IturtY

fllilt
Wrlltl,tt o| l{rtrrl,t
Nutt pll1Y

Proportional Representation Constituency Contest

27

20

40

74

32

59

18

21.

l4
z

76

l4
4
1

126

ttrrfltr r, l{,uraltrrhil V,':tli,2tl Dcce mber, 1993'
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$bort.

of euch a transition in G.O' Donnell, Philippe Schmitter' Laurence

rrdcles.

I Clrqrmlon of the movements and parties which emerged at this time

huna tn Moscow News, February 1990, "Public Movements in the

l, Tlmaitions from Authoitaim RuIe, lohns Hopkins University Press'

iruO n.t beln aken up in the context of political change in Russia'

ln ilexander Dallin (ed,.), Political Pmties in Russia' University of

1993, and (albeit critically) in Michael McFaul' Post-Communist

Ctntre for Strategic and International Studies, Washington 1993'

tlk Mlgt.ny"n has applied the model extensively to Russia in several

ds political system in any major sense since the disin-

of tire USS& and they exercise a superficial social func-

lbo, Mlchael McFaul and Sergei Markov,TheTroubledBirthof Russian

Coiorado 1991 and Vladimir Brovkin, "Revolution froni Below:

Aesociations in Russia, 1988-89", Soaiet Studies 1990' Units fell

l| they were formed, as was the case of the group which brought

to the position of Head of the town administratiol.of Y%io:'ln
l.Mrnsilsfii okrug of Tiumen'.I received this informatio\l"T.9 A

l!umen', who was a'ttempting to form a Krest'ianskaia Demolcrqt-iches'.

ioldd rn May 7gg2. He had contact with a number of disaffected

[t touthern Russia and the Far East' Divisions were accentuated

wlun power devolved to local "democrat" SrouPS and squabbling

Thlr occurred in the case of the T< msknamestnik,stefan Sulashkin,

bv local democrats after he became Presidential Rep-

h the region.

&rglon of the Supreme Soviet of the USSR of the l1th Convoca-

and Materials. Moscow 1988, P 14'

t{itaGazeta, October 31, lggI, quoted in the Poul Funder Larsen'

$rppened to the soviet Communist Party?",International vietowint.

25,1991.

gobchak, Klpzhdmie a o alasf ', Novosti, Moscow 1997' p'?'0'

N;or, fanuary 29,1991, p.9; Moscozo Nezrs, March 18' p'19'

op,cit,p13,'?4.

$rvarnadze, Moi Vyb or, Novosti, Moscow L991, p'20'

!!OlO, Souiet Prooincial Potitics in an Era of Ttansition mtil Reoolution,

Swlet S tudies, 7992, P.483-484.
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television paid due attention to a number of these contests' and

lPcclal long discussions of the Yaroslav election'

op,cit.,p.48l-482.

Morrleon, Boris Yeltsin, London 191, provides a good resume of the

of thf dme and conflicts within the Communist Party'

Ynrbook1991, Novosti, Moscow l'991, "Public Organisations"' p'101-

r araii"-". Also of value are Michael Urban, "Boris Yeltsin,

ItlC RUtala and the Campaign for the Russian Presidency", soviet

U f+ no, 2, lgg2, and Aigumenty i F akty, 1990, Nos' 8, 14' 16' 20 and

1990, No. 45,lzztestiia,l99O, October 20 and October 22' See also

Gncta,l0 June, 1991.

h hlrtory of this organisation is best documented in Ytzhak M. Brudny,

Oyn tlit of 'Democratic Russia"', 
'.20:I?nt,!"':t'!":! !tr::::!'j:fi Mtchaet McFaul, post-Communist Politics, chapter 5. These studies are

m wlde-ranging interviews and (in the case of Brudny) a study of the

v provides a good short account of the Moscow Memorial and

Memorial in "Eshche o 'Moskovskom Memoriale"', NG, 7

Thlr also provides some idea of the divisions in the societies.

DR candidates had 57 of 65 seats in the Russian Congress, in

5 of 33 Beab, in Sverdlovsk, 7 of 9 seats' See Brudny, op'cit' p'145'

rl ln BrudnY oP.cit. P.Lffi.

tlal campaign, see Urban, oP.dt. For Yeltsin's actions as

S"ezdaNmidnykh Deputatoa i Verkhoonop Sooieta RSFSR'

Urd August.

[l Dtcember, 7997, fot the pre-occupations of the Dvizhenie at this

lv Srratalln expressed his fears of Communism and fascism shortly

$l lntervlew inlzoestiias February, 1992. Democrats were willing

llfiy tflCks" themselves, to consolidate their position, as shown by

ln hls articles on "liberal bolshevism" in NG 15 April, 1993 and

GUrU, 16 December, 1992. Alexander Tsipko took up this aspect

lnbieRossiiain his articles on the movementin NG, 19 
^pri1,1993Aprlf l9e3

Nrur, No, 4, fanuary 25-February 2,1992,p'8'

ll Mrrch, 1992.

op,c/f. Democratic Choice took a tlg g stand on nomenklatura

ihcrpafer, Izaestiia,ll Septembet 1992, sought to find a way out

NG, 13 Janua ry, l993,but always remained

NG 15 May,1993 NG 7 August,1993'
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l,t, "Uf hrrrf lt ll l)crnokrltle lrr,rkulu l{0ssiia",MoskooskieNottosti,Z3 August,l992,

r;uerthrned lho puhllc ltorllhrrr rrf lht' lnovement in such circumstances.

L, f f f f(',\h rrl Wrrp lln rrel, rralrr rt'rlt's (S Wt|), I February, 7992'

lf , Mrrrrtrt, Nal,r, Mnn'lt l'!l 2:2, lggL, "Government and Society Must Unite"'

li ftlf lfrtllt ll ", tl1,,nftrtrrrli,'Nrruosfi, 28 August 7992-The radicals controlled

lf mf lltu f { lvglullrll ut'gitttlsatiotrs'

l7 | lrlrr'llth ott olrtt'rvutions over three visits to 22 Petrovka (of 3 hours

rf trtnllrrrr r,,|tlr), ltt M,ry 1992, when I observed DR workers preparing for the

Ir,fr,tr,nrlrlrr rlrtl rtl$o lrad a long discussion with S.G. Vlasova, who was giving

r lttrttll,rll, ltr lot' llrr, duy, und who was a remarkably articulate, approachable

tltrl rllrlh 'llt'(l | )l( w()rk(rr'

ll Af rlrtr'lrllr (ol tlr(' l{ossirskoc Nmodnoe sobtanie), for instance, had clear

rf llfr,f r,ttrlrr ol nIlttlott witlr thc Pumyat' organisationand Anpilov's Communist

ltlulrr, Nt ll ltrly, 1992. \

lU M,,r, f ll' Nr'rrrr, l,tttuury ?A/February 2, 1992, MoskoaskieNoaosti,23 August,

lW,l qrrrl llvcrlll,t, ll St'pttlmber,1992.

lfl Arr l(lt l'rrlltllir rr'Port is surveyed inNG, 9 /7 /92.

,if "hfrr rhrlgt'yv,rct l'artiiu", Izoestrta, rc /5 /92.

ill llrl All l(rtrsl,ttt l,abour Conference was the Union arm of the RCWP' See

fyll lpl1 11 rrA ir' fi/r rt rr rrtl i, 6 Scptcmber, 1992.

l,l f tt Z1rr,fi,,1nnttl,tiu l,rtruda, Nina Andreeva criticised plans by other Com-

nf ufffftr frrt'Iltt'r('c()rrstitutionof the CPSU, NG,4July, 1992'

ll Nl;, l)l Aprll, l9t)2.

,1[, lrl rtrrrlrl, 22 ( )t'totrcr, 1992.

i0 Nt ;, 12 Mrrlefr, 1994, Izvestiia,23March,1994.

17 A l'rlrlo r r\,.cil 
" 

A. Migranyan, NG, 16 February, 1993'


